Myocardial perfusion by contrast echocardiography. From off-line processing to radio frequency analysis.
In the last decade, many efforts have been made to study myocardial perfusion by contrast echocardiography. The possibility of differentiating normal from nonperfused myocardium and measuring the extent of the area at risk and myocardial infarction size has already been demonstrated. The aim of this paper is to review the approaches to quantitation of coronary blood flow by contrast echocardiography. In a series of studies, echocardiographic contrast agents have been treated like "deposit tracers." After an upstream contrast injection, myocardial contrast intensity (according to the partition principle) hypothetically reflects the fraction of contrast, and consequently of flow, distributed to the myocardium. A good correlation was found between changes in peak myocardial contrast intensity and corresponding changes in coronary blood flow (r = 0.83). However, this approach is limited by electronic signal distortion and attenuation artifacts. In other studies contrast agents have been treated as intravascular "free-passing" tracers, and (according to the dilution principle) their myocardial transit times hypothetically reflect coronary blood flow. A prolonged myocardial washout halftime with coronary underperfusion has been documented in animal experiments and patients with severe coronary stenosis. However, the majority of contrast agents have intermediate characteristics and do not belong to either category of tracers; furthermore, signal distortion and attenuation phenomena affect the washout phase. The time of myocardial contrast appearance, which is independent of tracer characteristics, permitted the differentiation of baseline conditions from coronary underperfusion but seemed inaccurate in the quantitation of coronary blood flow (r = 0.60).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)